Nira Pereg LA Visit: January 10th - 22nd / 2010
Sabbath 2008 & Kept Alive
January 15th

Openng of “Sabbath 2008” at the Santa Monica Museum of Art

January 16th
Openng of “Kept Alive” at the Shoshana Wayne Gallery

NIRA PEREG
Kept Alive
January 16th – February 27th
Opening reception: January 16th, 5-7pm
Shoshana Wayne Gallery is pleased to present the first solo exhibition of new work by Nira Pereg. Kept Alive is a threechannel video and photo installation focused on Jerusalem's Mountain of Rest. The installation's documentary
approach is employed to address the enormous cemetery's three primary activities: construction, burial, and
visitation.
Filming on location for a full year, Pereg investigates intersections between the living and the dead. The cemetery is
one of Israel's largest, however, burial grounds are precious and expensive, due to geographic location and general
lack of space. Despite the site's intense density, with just over 10 inches between graves, it is still possible to
purchase and reserve plots.
In the West gallery, a selection of photographs documents numerous markers placed on the empty, reserved graves,
presented as portraits of their purchaser. Each stands for a living individual offering the means to occupy territory in
the land of the dead.
The multi-channel video installation reconstructs the mountain, in which all the cemetery's conflicting processes occur
simultaneously. The work's sound is also artificially constructed, sampled from various sources and pieced together in
a studio. Through the almost-real, Pereg re-choreographs the Mount of Rest, isolating gestures and movements, giving
them new roles.
As with previous work, Pereg's investigation of a specific location and the interactions it hosts serves as a microcosm
for general human polemics. Her work in Jerusalem for the past two years has focused on ways that space is marked
and divided. Alternating between close-ups and long shots, pans and still camera, speech and action, Kept Alive
provides a range of perspectives on how the living cohabitate with the dead.
Pereg’s work is typically documentary based, transforming reality into tightly controlled, quasi-theatrical events. Her
projects focus on the intersections of social structures with the authority of the individual.
Nira Pereg holds degrees from New York’s Cooper Union and Jerusalem’s Bezalel Academy and splits her time between
teaching and creating video-works that have been exhibited at PS1 New York, the Tel-Aviv Museum of Art, Germany’s
ZKM, and the Tate Modern.
Kept Alive (a literal translation from Hebrew) refers to the text engraved upon headstones to reserve pre-purchased
burial spots. The custom arose from bureaucratic necessity, but grew to function as a popular charm to ensure a
healthy and long life for the purchaser.
This film was produced with the assistance of
The Center for Contemporary Art Tel Aviv and
with the support of The Israeli Film Council
For more information please contact Kerry O’Bryan (310) 453-7535.

January 19th
Nira Pereg And Paul Young in conversation:

January 21st
11am: Lecture at Otis college of Arts and design
Inviattion by :Meg Linton
www.otis.edu/benmaltzgallery

January 21st
7 pm: PANEL DISCUSSION Sacred Life/Secular World
Thursday, January 21
Sacred Life/Secular World
7 pm: Panel Discussion at SMMoA
(6 - 7 pm: View works by Nira Pereg: at SMMoA, Sabbath 2008, and Kept Alive, at
Shoshana Wayne Gallery, Bergamot Station, B1.)
How do we blend the spiritual and sacred aspects of our lives in a secular world?
Participants: Rabbi Brad Artson, Vice President, American Jewish University, Rabbi
Sharon Brous, Founding Rabbi of IKAR, and artist Nira Pereg, moderated by Sonia
Cummings.
Nira Pereg: Sabbath 2008 at SMMoA is supported in part by The Jewish Federations
Tel- Aviv/Los Angeles Partnership

Press:
Jan30th 2010- L.A Times

http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/culturemonster/2010/01/art-review-nira-pereg-at-shoshana-wayne.html

Jan29th 2010- DailyServing
http://dailyserving.com/tag/nira-pereg/

Jan30th 2010- Art Review
http://www.artreview.com/forum/topic/
show?id=1474022%3ATopic%3A1005085

